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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The information contained in the description applies to the PK-4 system (a set of TPK-4 and OPK-4 profiles, and
the PK-4 mounting bracket)

Designed to reach an IP67 waterproof rating
Easy LED service (assembly and disassembly OPK-4 extrusion „on
click”)
Line of light in the built-in lighting fixture without visible aluminum
elements
Can build fixtures going seamlessly from recessed to suspended
Lighting fixtures can be combined to form lighting strings (ZM
connectors)
The standard TPK-4 profile comes with a “foam technical cover” that
facilitates “clean” mounting of the fixture in the drywall

FINISH :
Silver anodized     

*Custom colors available upon request
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Application

-  for  creating serviceable straight-  and broken-line fixtures,  built  into drywall,  flush with their  surface,  without
visible aluminum flanges

Assembly

- the technical strip is mounted with elastic adhesives, used in drywall techniques, and the OPK-4 lighting fixture
is snapped in with a mounting bracket
- it is recommended that you use:

Running meter 1 m 2 m 3 m

Mounting brackets 2 3 4

With lighting fixtures shorter than 1 m, use at least 2 mounting brackets.

Additional information

- possibility of making a linear fixture with IP67 protection, which means the fixture is dustproof and waterproof
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- it replaces the old TE-4 system
- OPK-4 system includes a mounting bracket and the TPK-4 protective insert, which protects essential elements
against soiling during assembly
- the ability to build polygonal fittings using ZM connectors
- space for LED strip: 12.8 mm

Profile bending

Minimum internal radius Minimum external radius

300 mm 300 mm

- minimum radius- bending radius which when exceeded causes destruction (deformation, bending or lack of
compatibility with other accessories, e.g. covers, end caps, etc.) of the profile
- internal radius- refers to the profile bent so that the cover is facing the inside of the arch
- external radius - refers to the profile bent so that the cover is facing the outside of the arch
- irregular curves are possible after consultation and individual quotation
- when bending anodized profiles, one should be aware of cracking of the anode coating (which may be more or
less visible depending on the radius)

AVAILABLE LENGTHS

Ref. nr. surface finish available lengths

C0370ANODA_1 Silver anodized 1000 mm

C0370ANODA_2 Silver anodized 2000 mm

C0370ANODA_3 Silver anodized 3000 mm

TECHNICAL DRAWING
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RELATED PROFILES

TPK-4 Profile
Ref: 18044

https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/941
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/941
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/941
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RELATED PRODUCTS

COVERS

HS clear Cover
Ref: 1370

HS frosted Cover
Ref: 1369

KA clear Cover
Ref: 17036

KA frosted Cover
Ref: 17035

KA-COM clear Cover
Ref: 17122

KA-COM frosted Cover
Ref: 17121

KA-PRO clear Cover
Ref: 17065

KA-PRO frosted Cover
Ref: 17064

LIGER black Cover
Ref: 17040

LIGER frosted Cover
Ref: 17037

END CAPS

OPK-4 grey End
cap
Ref: 24238

https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/539
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/539
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/539
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/538
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/538
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/538
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/514
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/514
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/514
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/517
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/517
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/517
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/563
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/563
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/563
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/561
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/561
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/561
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/989
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/989
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/989
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/988
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/988
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/988
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/903
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/903
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/903
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/568
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/568
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/568
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/939
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/939
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/939
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/939
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ACCESSORIES

6x1,2 Gland
Ref: 00802

BZP Head
Ref: 42213

BZP-ZO Head
Ref: 42214

BZP-ZZ Head
Ref: 42215

FI-10-ZM-P
Fastener
Ref: 42244

FI-10-ZM-W
Fastener
Ref: 42242

GP Spring
Ref: 00293

M11 Fastener set
Ref: 42609

M12 Fastener set
Ref: 42610

M13 Fastener set
Ref: 42611

PUSZ-LIN-ZM
Fastener
Ref: 42256

PUSZ-LIN-ZM
Fastener
Ref: 42275

PUSZ-LIN-ZM
black Fastener
Ref: 42275L9005

PUSZ-PRET-ZM
Fastener
Ref: 42250

PUSZ-PRET-ZM
Fastener
Ref: 42276

PUSZ-PRET-ZM
black Fastener
Ref: 42276L9005

RD-1 Fastener set
black
Ref: 42650

RD-1 Fastener set
silver
Ref: 42649

RG-1 Fastener set
black
Ref: 42648

RG-1 Fastener set
silver
Ref: 42647

UCHO-ZM Hanger
Ref: 42512

UCHO-ZM black
Hanger
Ref: 42525

W1 Fastener set
Ref: 42602

W2 Fastener set
Ref: 42603

https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/614
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/614
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/614
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/724
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/724
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/724
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/722
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/722
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/722
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/723
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/723
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/723
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/996
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/996
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/996
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/996
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/995
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/995
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/995
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/995
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/701
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/701
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/701
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/619
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/619
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/619
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/621
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/621
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/621
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/622
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/622
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/622
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/691
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/691
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/691
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/691
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1670
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1670
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1670
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1670
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1694
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1694
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1694
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1694
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/695
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/695
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/695
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/695
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1671
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1671
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1671
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1671
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1668
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1668
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1668
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1668
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1413
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1413
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1413
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1413
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1414
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1414
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1414
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1414
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1415
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1415
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1415
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1415
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1416
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1416
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1416
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1416
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/696
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/696
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/696
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1332
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1332
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1332
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1332
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/589
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/589
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/589
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/590
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/590
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/590
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W6 Fastener set
Ref: 42604

W7 Fastener set
Ref: 42605

ZM Block
Ref: 42520

ZM-120
Connector
Ref: 42728

ZM-120-G
Connector
Ref: 42308

ZM-135
Connector
Ref: 42720

ZM-135-G
Connector
Ref: 42310

ZM-150 Fastener
Ref: 42118

ZM-180
Connector
Ref: 42717

ZM-45-G
Connector
Ref: 42338

ZM-500 Fastener
Ref: 42119

ZM-60-G
Connector
Ref: 42304

ZM-90 Connector
Ref: 42716

ZM-90-G
Connector
Ref: 42306

ZM-PION-120
Connector
Ref: 42320

ZM-PION-135
Connector
Ref: 42719

ZM-PION-45
Connector
Ref: 42314

ZM-PION-90
Connector
Ref: 42718

ZM-T45-G
Connector
Ref: 42324

ZM-T60-G
Connector
Ref: 42326

ZM-T90-G
Connector
Ref: 42328

ZM-X45-G
Connector
Ref: 42330

ZM-X60-G
Connector
Ref: 42332

ZM-X90-G
Connector
Ref: 42334

https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/602
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/602
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/602
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/605
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/605
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/605
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/755
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/755
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/755
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/660
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/660
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/660
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/660
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1442
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1442
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1442
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1442
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/641
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/641
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/641
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/641
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1443
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1443
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1443
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1443
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1327
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1327
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1327
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/638
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/638
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/638
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/638
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1439
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1439
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1439
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1439
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1328
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1328
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1328
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1440
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1440
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1440
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1440
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/644
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/644
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/644
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1441
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1441
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1441
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1441
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1445
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1445
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1445
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1445
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/639
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/639
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/639
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/639
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1444
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1444
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1444
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1444
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/642
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/642
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/642
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/642
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1446
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1446
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1446
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1446
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1447
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1447
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1447
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1447
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1448
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1448
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1448
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1448
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1449
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1449
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1449
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1449
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1450
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1450
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1450
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1450
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1451
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1451
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1451
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1451
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ZM-Y120-G
Connector
Ref: 42336

MARKETING MATERIALS

Foam 70267
Ref: 70267

PK-4 two-display
installation
Ref: 90148

Presentation set 6
Ref: 90125

https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1452
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1452
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1452
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/1452
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/948
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/948
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/948
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/956
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/956
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/956
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/956
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/899
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/899
https://klusdesign.eu/en/product/899

